INTRODUCTION
We shall investigate the well-posedness and regularity of mixed initialboundary value problems for constant-coefficient strictly hyperbolic equations in a quarter space (MIBVP). The interface is a smooth compact manifold which divides the flat boundary into two regions. In this paper existence and uniqueness theorems are proved for a large class of such problems for hyperbolic equations of arbitrary order. These are based on the study of a new class of pseudo-differential operators ($.o.) which could naturally be called hyperbolic pseudo-d&f erential operators.
A second paper will contain results on regularity for this class of problems, and it will give an asymptotic expansion of the trace of the solution near the interface.
An example of a MIBVP is the wave equation with mixed DirichletNeumann boundary conditions. In three spatial dimensions it is given by the equations (ii-> 2 A, u(t, x)=f(t, x) inx,>O u(t, x) = 0 int<Oandx,>O 44 Xl, x2,0) = g, (t. x1, x2) for (x,, x2)EGI g (4 XI, x2, 0) = g2lt7 Xl> x2) for (xl, x2) E G2, 3 where f, g, , and g2 vanish for t < 0, and R* is divided into two domains Gi and G, by a smooth contour y. We obtained results for this MIBVP, which from now on will simply be called the Dirichlet-Neumann problem, as well as two other mixed boundary problems for the wave equation: namely, the Dirichlet-oblique derivative problem, and the Neumann-oblique derivative problem.
We prove the existence and uniqueness of the Dirichlet-Neumann problem for a curved interface, and we get optimal estimates in multiindexed Sobolev spaces. The Dirichlet-Neumann problem was treated by V. I. Cehlov in [2] under the additional assumption that the interface is flat. Moreover, the estimates he obtained are rather unsatisfactory since the norms are defined by the differential operator. We also show existence and uniqueness of solutions for the Neumann-oblique derivative problem and the Dirichlet-oblique derivative problem, both of which are new results, and we get optimal estimates for both of these problems. It should be noted that the Neumann boundary condition does not satisfy the uniform Lopatinski condition, so these three problems are not within the scope of [S] , which treats second-order MIBVPs satisfying the uniform Lopatinski condition. The Dirichlet-Neumann problem was also treated by B. Sako in [lo] using another method, and identical estimates were obtained.
Problems with mixed boundary conditions arise in continuum mechanics. For instance, a punch indenting an elastic medium can be modeled by a differential equation with mixed boundary conditions. The Dirichlet-Neumann problem can then be considered an idealization of the dynamic punch problem. Dynamic problems with mixed boundary conditions are also treated in [3] .
We first investigate the well-posedness for a class of MIBVPs. Sobolev spaces with a different degree of smoothness in the spatial and time variables are introduced in Section 1. The MIBVP is defined by Eqs. (l)-(4), where we assume the operator P(D) is strictly hyperbolic and non-characteristic with respect to the boundary. The solution of the IBVP in a half-space with Dirichlet boundary conditions is given explicitly (formula (13)) and a stronger estimate for the Dirichlet problem is obtained for a class of strictly hyperbolic operators (see Proposition 1.1). Upon substitution of the solution into the mixed boundary conditions, paired systems of pseudo-differential equations ($.d.e.) are obtained (Eqs. (14) and (15)).
In Section 2, we derive the reduced Eq. (26) which is a single Il/.d.e. in a cylindrical domain. Lemma 2.1 gives estimates for the symbol of the reduced equation for a class of MIBVP defined by the conditions (lS)-(23). The solution of the reduced equation is carried out in Section 3. The reduced equation can be regarded as a strongly elliptic $.d.e. in the spatial variables which is parametrized by the dual variable of the time variable. This leads to a solution (Proposition 3.1) which has no loss of derivatives in the space variables (as in the case of an elliptic boundary value problem), but which loses an indefinite number of derivatives in the time variable. This indefiniteness comes from the fact that the estimate for the symbol of the reduced equation is obtained using the TarskiSeidenberg lemma.
The Paley-Wiener theorem is employed in Section 4 to prove that the reduced equation satisfies the causality property (Proposition 4.1); that is, the solution is supported in t 3 0 whenever the data are supported there, where t is the time variable. The main part of the proof is showing that the Fourier transform of the solution of the reduced equation can be extended analytically to to + iz for t > 0, where to is the dual variable of the time variable. The well-posedness of the MIBVP is established in Section 5 (Theorem 5.1). In Section 6 stronger and more precise estimates are obtained for the three examples of MIBVPs mentioned earlier: the Dirichlet-Neumann problem, the Dirichlet-oblique derivative problem, and the Neumann-oblique derivative problem. In the Dirichlet-oblique derivative problem, the oblique-derivative operator may depend on the tangential space variables. Also, note that the restriction on the coefficients (69) is equivalent to the weak Lopatinski condition. In the Neumannoblique derivative problem, the condition on the coefficients (74k(76) is more restrictive, and the coefficients are assumed to be constant.
REDUCTION TO THE BOUNDARY
Let R" -' be divided by a smooth, compact (n -2)-dimensional manifold y into two domains G1 and G,, so y = G, n G, and R"-' = G, u G,. Let x = (x,, x,, . ..) x,) be the coordinates in R" + r, where x0 is the time variable and (x1, . . . . x,) are the space variables. Let x' = (x,, . . . . x,-]), and 1= (x0, x'). Let Qi = R x Gi x {0}, for i = 1, 2. Let D = (D,, . . . . D,), where D, = i(a/ax,). We consider the mixed initial-boundary value problem,
B;"(D) u(x) = gj')(x,, x') on Q,, for j = 1, . . . . ~1
on Q,, for j= 1, . . . . ~1, (4) where the data are supported in x0 > 0, P(D) is a strictly hyperbolic differential operator of degree m, and all B:."(D) are differential operators. We assume in what follows that P,(O, 1) = 1, where P,(t) is the principal homogeneous term of P(r). Strict hyperbolicity means that the zeros of Pm(z, <', 5,) are distinct real numbers for all real (<', t,) #O, and that P,(l, 0,O) #O. For any 4(y) in S(Rk), the space of rapidly decreasing functions on Rk, the Fourier transform of 4 is represented by 6 or F,# and is given by the formula We shall now introduce Sobolev spaces which allow different degrees of differentiability. Given 4 E g', the space of distributions, let 4, = e-'-"'$. The space H,., f, r (R" + ' ), for T > 0, consists of all distributions 4 E .'(R, + ' ) such that 4, E S'(R, + ' ), 6, (5) is a measurable function, and hIif,,,,,,= jRn+, (1 + 18 +T)2r(l + IPI +T)"(l + IhI +T)" li,(t)l'&<=.
The space H,V,,,.(R") is defined analogously, and its norm is given by analogously. Let [ = (to + iz, t'). For T > 0, the roots of P, ([, z) with respect to z are never real. We have, for T > 0, R?A z) = pm+ tR z) pm-tR z), for ZEC, where P,+ (resp. P,,_) is a polynomial in z of degree m + (resp. m ~ ) which has its roots in the half-plane 3z > 0 (resp. 3z < 0) and which has leading coefficient 1. Similarly, we define P, ([, z) and Pp ([, z) for T sufficiently large to be the manic polynomials in z of degree m + and rn-having ail their zeros in the upper and lower half planes respectively and satisfying P=P+P-.
We now consider the initial-boundary value problem with Dirichlet data; that is, we replace Eqs. The following theorem is a special case of a result on initial-boundary value problems for strictly hyperbolic operators. THEOREM 1.1 (Agmon [l] , Kreiss [7] , and Sakamoto [9] ). Let i-km-.
Given ~EH,O_,+,,,,,(R",+'), and ujEH,O+.-i+1,,(R"), for j=l m_, 9 ..., there exists a unique solution u in H,?',,, (R"++ ') of (1 ) , (2) , and (5) provided z is sufficiently large. u satisfies the estimate (6) where C is independent of 5. Symbols such as this which have an analytic extension to 3r0 > 0 (resp. St,, < 0) are known as "plus" (resp. "minus") symbols (with respect to to). If U(X) E S is supported in x0 20 (resp. x,, GO), then its image under a $.d.o. with a "plus" (resp. "minus") symbol is also supported in x0 B 0 (resp. x0 < 0) (see [4, Sect. 43) . Replacing u by eTXo(DO + iz + i)'u, we get the following result. Estimate (7) can be strengthened for some strictly hyperbolic operators. The new estimate has no loss of derivatives in (x', x,) compared to the elliptic estimate. PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that a and b can be chosen so that E!')(t) # 0 for 151 + ItI #O, where El"( <) = P, (0, 5', <,) + at: + bz".
Let ram_ +I. Given fEHrO-m,s,I+l,r(Rn=l), and ujEHrO+s~j+l,z,l+,,z,r(R"), for j = 1, . . . . m _ , there exists a unique solution u in H,:,,,, (RT+ ') of Eqs. (1 ), (2) , and (5), provided z is sufficiently large. u satisfies the estimate II4 ,ts,w llflI~-mm,s,~+*,r+ 5 CUjlr+r~~+l/*,r+1/2,r > > (8) ,=I where C is independent of T'.
Proof. Let Ej2'(5)= P([, 5,)~Ej"(t).
By Corollary 1.1, there exists a unique u in H,"-I,s,,+l,r(Rn++l) which satisfies Eqs. (l), (2) and (5) on sZi.
Here, pi represents the restriction operator to Qi. Equations of the form (14) and (15) are called paired systems of$.d.e.'s. We now summarize these results. PROPOSITION 1.2. Let r > rn-and z be sufficiently large. Given u, E H,O+s-j+ 1,r.r (R"), for j = 1, . . . . m ~ , the Dirichlet problem (11) and (12) has a unique solution in H,!',,,, (R "," ') which is given by formula (13). Pose 4x1 E H&,, r $+ '1 satisfies the MZBVP (1 t(4) for some f(x)~Km+,,.,,,,(R+ 1, and that u(' ) is the unique solution in H ,q,,,,(R",+ ') of the boundary-value problem (9)- (10) . Then the Dirichlet data of u(x) satisfy the paired systems of pseudodifferential Eqs. (14) and (15), provided r > max deg Bj" + l/2 so that the trace of the right side of (17) exists.
ESTIMATES
Denote the inverse of 
%A ([) iS positive definite for T sufficiently large,
where %4=$4+A*) and
and E is a constant invertible matrix.
WI, (0, 5') is positive definite for 5' # 0,
%A, = $A, + A,*) and
/?j') + /I;') is independent of j, for j = 1, . . . . p.
In what follows we denote Bj') + j3j2) by p. Let U(Z) = (u,, . . . . u,), and h(')= (hi'), . . . . hEI), for i= 1, 2. Equations (14) and (15) are equivalent to
where vi" = (VII',, . . . . ujj,i ) equals 0 in Q,. Eliminating 0, (z), we get
where
Applying ~25 ' to Eq. (25), we get
where p2 is the restriction operator to 0,. We shall call (26) the reduced equation.
Denote the (j, k)th-entry of A and A,, by A,,k and A$, respectively. LEMMA 2.1. Suppose Condition A holds. Then there exist positive numbers ~1, /?, and Ci, i= 1,2, such that for z suffciently large
k=l where o = (ml, . . . . We) E C@', and mk = fly' -pi".
ProofI Since the Tarski-Seidenberg theorem implies that there exist numbers C and M such that for z large IAj,k(t)l d c(1 + I%I)"~ (see, e.g., [6, Sect. A.2; 8, Sects. 2.5-2.61) it suffices for the proof of (27) to show that for z large IAj,kl <C l~l(1/2)('"~+m'), for some C > 0,
whenever I&, + iz(/l$I is small. is invertible in a conical neighborhood of (,, + it = 0 in r > 0. Hence, for z Z 0, we have
whenever 1 to + itI/ gl is sufficiently small. It follows from (20) that
whenever Ito + irl/l[l is sufficiently small, and t is sufficiently large. Estimates (30) and (31) imply estimate (29). The condition (21) implies that there exist positive numbers C and M such that for r sufliciently large, so the proof of (28) is reduced to establishing the estimate PWS^h ~)a Ci (1 + \[I)'-Iu~12, (32) whenever T is sufficiently large, and It0 + irl/l[l is sufftciently small.
Since the degree of the (j, k)th-entry of %A, is (1/2)(m, + m,), it follows from (22) that there exists C > 0 such that whenever r > 0, and It, + itl/l%l is sufficiently small. This estimate together with estimate (31) implies estimate (32).
SOLUTION OF THE REDUCED EQUATION
The reduced equation, which is given by Eq. (26), is a $.d.e. in a domain. &Wiw F,, , then commuting F,, with p2 gives a $.d.e. in the domain G2 parametrized by &, and T. We shall solve these $.d.e. in x', then "combine" the solution to get a solution of (26). Indeed, the estimates (27) and (28) show that the symbol of the reduced equation is strongly elliptic with respect to 5'; that is, its real part is positive definite. A strongly elliptic $.d.e. in a domain is solved by obtaining estimates for both the strongly elliptic problem and its adjoint (see [4, Sect. 173 ). We introduce more Sobolev spaces, and then prove that they can be regarded as Sobolev spaces in the single variable to taking values in a Sobolev space in x'. Proposition 3.1 proves the well-posedness of the reduced equation. In the next section, we shall show that the reduced equation satisfies the causality property; that is, the solution is supported in x0 > 0 whenever the data are supported there. Let Xs,,,, (R") denote the space of all u in S'(R") such that ii is measurable, and Ld:t,* = s (1+14'1)2"(1+li"01 +~)"Ifi(~)12&-. 
CAUSALITY
We shall show that the reduced equation (33) satisfies the causality property; that is, 4 = 0 in x0 < 0 if there exists an extension I$ in l-I%-q/2, ,,,W) of ICI such that f$ = 0 in x0 -C 0, where 4 and $ are as in Proposition 3.1. p,A(<, + is, D') is analytic with respect to to + it for t large as an operator from H, to H,, where H, and H, are defined as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. This implies that its inverse is also analytic. Since the Fourier transform of $ can be extended as an analytic function of to + in to z > 0, we get that the Fourier transform of the solution 4 can also be extended in this manner. The causality property is then a consequence of the Paley-Wiener theorem (4.1).
A Banach space-valued function B(z) is analytic in a domain D c C if there exists B'(z) such that
Denote the inverse of pGA(tO + ir + iz,, D') by R,,,(r, + jr) for 7 > 0, where z0 is taken sufficiently large. Proof. Since the inverse of an analytic function is also analytic, it suffices to show that pGA(z, D') is analytic in Jz > zO. We claim that whenever Jz, > zO,
as z --f z,, in the norm topology, where dA/az(z,, D') represents the $.d.o. with symbol ~3A/dz(z,, t'). The factor P_ ([, z) is an analytic function of &, + iz for T large, since it is a symmetric polynomial in the roots of P which have negative imaginary part (see, e.g., [8] ). This implies the analyticity of Aj,k(~, 5') with respect to z for 32 large. 
where C is independent of 7.
Proof
Any solution 4 of (43) which is in ny fi,,,,,, --oo, ,(Q+) satisfies
.) E H, a.e., so arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, but using the estimate (42) instead, we get < Cf J" (1 + IFI +T)Y ll~,,,(P)l'& a.e.,
1 for any extension I$ E n(; HOmt,2,t,r (R") of $. This implies that 4 satisfies estimate (44), which establishes uniqueness. Since 4, E I-II'; &&,2, ~ oo,r (52 + ) implies 4 E lX fLt12, -m,r (Sz, ), the existence of a solution follows from Proposition 4.1.
THE SOLUTION TO THE MIBVP
In this section we shall prove the well-posedness of the MIBVP. First, we show that there exists a unique solution to the paired systems of equations (14) and (15). for z sufficiently large. B"' is a "plus" symbol, so U, is supported in x0 > 0, and for any real number t, since m,/2 -(j-/I:'-1) = p/2-j+ I. Estimate (47) follows from (48)-(50). It is easily checked that U, is a solution of (46). The uniqueness of the solution is implied by estimate (47). We now state the major theorem of this paper. 
where C is independent of T.
Proof: We claim h(')En H&,2,,,r(Q,) and hc2)En HEmn,2,,,r(Q2), where
hj,'i = gj,iJ-Bj')(D,+ iz, D') u~')(x)I,,, i= 1, 2, and u(l) is the unique solution in H,qplZpr+ 1,2,r,r(R"++ ') of problem (9) (8) is used instead of (7). It is easily checked that u is indeed a solution of the MIBVP, and the uniqueness follows from the estimates (51) and (52).
EXAMPLES OF MIBVPs
We shall investigate three boundary conditions for the wave operator: Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions, Dirichlet-oblique derivative boundary conditions, and Neumann-oblique derivative boundary conditions. Let P(D) represent the wave operator; that is, its symbol is given by
The Dirichlet-Neumann Problem
The mixed Dirichlet-Neumann problem is defined by
u(x) = 0 inx,>Oandx,<O (56) u(x)1 R, = g1G) and DAx)lcz~ = g#.).
Let pz represent the restriction operator to Sz,. The reduced equation for this problem is given by
where the symbol of the $.d.o. r is given by 4f)= (to+it12-15'12, and the square root is chosen so that 31> 0 for T > 0. Condition A holds, since I # 0 for t > 0, and -il(O, 5') = It'1 is positive for r' # 0. However, we will get a stronger and more precise estimate than that given by the general theory. (61) where C is independent of z.
Proof: Estimate (8) 
where B(x', D) = C",-' ak(x') Dk + D,, and P(t)=ti--15'1'. We shall assume that the coefficients +(x'), k = 0, . . . . n -1, have an extension to R"-' such that uk(x') is real-valued and C', fa,(x')l and IV,. akj are bounded, (691 a,(x') < 1 -Eg, for some .a0 > 0.
Let p be the restriction operator to the cylinder 0. The reduced equation has the form Therefore.
-J(C(x', to + k W 4(x'), 4(x')) Z CP4t0 + iz, D') 4(x'), 4(x')) >Wl+ Ito1 +t)-' M$,, ford #~fi~,~(G), which implies, by virtue of (72), that A similar estimate holds for the adjoint problem. The remainder of the argument is carried out as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Ilfllr+-2,,~r,t+5,*,r~~ (73) where C is independent of 2.
Proof. Note that the order of the boundary operators is the same as in the Dirichlet-Neumann problem. Also the reduced equations for the two problems give rise to the same a priori estimate. Therefore, the same proof as that of Theorem 6.1 can be carried out. Hence, it suffices to show that 
1 where C is independent of 7.
Proof
Let u (l) be the solution in H,~x,2-.,,,,(R"++') of (9) 
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